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OSCAR PO COLLABORATION : New collaborative platform for GE Renewables Suppliers
Dear Suppliers,
In alignment with other digital transformation programs, GE RENEWABLES is now replacing progressively its
existing legacy solutions (ie Amalto, EDI, etc) with OSCAR PO COLLABORATION application to continue
supporting
- purchase order confirmation,
- advance shipping notice,
- and receiving.
For e-invoicing and payment remittance, you will receive a specific communication related to TUNGSTEN
solution.
Both OSCAR and TUNGSTEN will contribute to provide you more visibility and real-time information on our
purchase orders, and improve our invoice processing cycle.
We are informing you by this communication that the go-live of our program is happening now with the GE
Renewables entities identified on this list. We would like to invite you to register on OSCAR PO Collaboration
starting July 2021.
You will find as an attachment to this letter a document to start your registration process where you will find
guidance on how to use the below links. This is in parallel of the Tungsten registration procedure.
▪ Get your GE SSO ID: https://nextgen.ge-registrar.com/b2bregistration/index.html#/registration
▪ Sign-in OSCAR PO Collaboration: https://oscar.ren.apps.ge.com
Once registered, our project teams will identify with your usual business contacts the PO that will be moved to
OSCAR and TUNGSTEN. Once you user account will be created, you will stop using the legacy tools for PO that
you will see on OSCAR. In parallel, our teams will request deactivation of your account on the legacy tools.
Because we want to make sure that you fully understand and share expectations this collaborative solution will
require, below dedicated teams are available to answer your questions and support you on that journey:
- for any questions related to your OSCAR registration, please contact phuong.nguyen1@ge.com
- for any questions related to your TUNGSTEN registration, please contact noemievelin.timar@ge.com or
richard.kovacs1@ge.com
We thank you in advance for your support and contribution on this transition period and beyond.
Best Regards,
GE RENEWABLES Digital Technology Global Supply Chain

